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Effect of Filamentation of Brillouin Scattering in Large Underdense Plasmas
Irradiated by Incoherent Laser Light
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An experimental study of stimulated Brillouin backscatter (B-SBS), produced in a large “homoge-
neous” underdense plasma using induced spatially incoherent laser light, is presented. The observations
reveal that a strong correlation exists between the level of B-SBS and laser filamentation. It is sug-
gested that a filamentory model of B-SBS is needed to better describe the scattering process under
conditions of high laser irradiance and large plasma scale lengths.

PACS numbers: 52.40.Nk, 52.25.Rv, 52.35.Nx, 52.50.Lp
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The study of parametric instabilities, generated in
plasma by an intense electromagnetic pulse, is of bo
fundamental and practical importance [1]. In inertial con
finement fusion (ICF), for example, the occurrence
such instabilities has long been recognized as being de
mental to the success of direct-drive laser fusion schem
One such instability, namely, stimulated Brillouin scatte
ing (SBS), has been at the center of much investigation
recent years [1,2]. A key goal for researchers has be
to improve the ability to predict and control the growth o
this instability under conditions relevant to ICF. Progre
has been made in this area, with recent studies sugg
ing that the “smoothing” of high powered laser beams u
ing the induced spatial incoherence (ISI) technique c
be effective in suppressing SBS growth [2]. Howeve
although these results are very encouraging, some fun
mental questions still need to be addressed. Interacti
with higher irradiances, and larger plasma scale lengt
are required to establish whether ISI can maintain its e
fectiveness. Also, there still remain major discrepanci
between observations and theoretical predictions, and
yet a clear understanding of the causes of instability su
pression has not emerged. A possible means of clarify
some of these discrepancies is to gauge the role that o
instabilities play in regulating SBS. Most significantly
the role played by the filamentation instability needs
be assessed since evidence for the occurrence of str
filamentation activity has already been demonstrated
large scale-length plasmas for coherent laser light [3].
this Letter we present an experimental study of stim
lated Brillouin backscatter (B-SBS), produced in a larg
“homogeneous” underdense plasma column by an inte
laser pulse, over nearly 2 orders of magnitude in irrad
ance s1013–1015 W cm22d. The laser-plasma interaction
was studied at both greensl0  0.53 mmd and infrared
sl0  1.06 mmd laser wavelengths using temporally an
spatially incoherent laser light. Spatial incoherence w
achieved using the induced spatial incoherence techniq
[4]. The evidence indicates that the formation of las
filaments controls the onset of B-SBS emission and su
ports a correlation between the suppression of B-SBS a
the effectiveness of ISI in suppressing filamentation.
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For the experiment present here, the underdense plas
column was generated by exploding a thin aluminum fo
target (0.3 mm wide, 0.5 mm long, 700 nm thick) us
ing two opposing pairs of laser beams [laser waveleng
l0  0.53 mm, full width at half maximumsFWHMd >
600 ps] [3,5,6]. The total heating irradiance was approx
imately1014 W cm22. An interaction laser beam, delayed
by tD  1.7 ns with respect to the end of the heatin
pulse, was then focused into the plasma column alo
its longitudinal axis using a 1 m aspheric lens (fy10 op-
tics). In the far field of the lens the measured FWHM
focal diameter was around120 mm. At tD  1.7 ns, the
electron density and temperature were measured to
Ne > 3.2 3 1020 cm3 and Te > 500 eV using uv inter-
ferometry and time-resolved x-ray spectroscopy, respe
tively [6]. The absence of a critical density surface a
the time of interaction, and the uniform plasma densi
and temperature along the propagation length, allowed
“modeled” study of the interaction process to be mad
The B-SBS was collected using thefy10 focusing lens
and relayed onto a fast calibrated photodiode to meas
the level of backscatter. For the green laser, the spa
profile of the transmitted interaction beam was recorde
by imaging the exit plane of the plasma column onto th
slit of an S20 streak camera or onto a 2D framing came
(120 ps gate time). The spatial profile of the B-SBS wa
recorded by imaging the interaction region onto the s
of an S20 streak camera. The spatial and temporal re
lution of the imaging system was calculated to be5 mm
and 10 ps, respectively, with the measured values> 1.5
times greater.

Laser-plasma interactions were investigated at both
frared sl0  1.06 mmd and greensl0  0.53 mmd laser
wavelengths using either (i) a normal coherent laser, (
a broadband laser only (without ISI echelons), or (ii
a broadband laser with ISI echelons included. The I
was generated using a broadband oscillator (Dvyv >
0.1%, laser coherence timetc  1yDn  2 ps for l0 
0.53 mm) and a6 3 6 echelon array to produce 36 in-
dependent beamlets. The ISI laser (FWHM> 700 ps 6

15%) has a rise time of> 100 ps and a near flattop tem-
poral profile. A more detailed description of the IS
© 1995 The American Physical Society 4413
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FIG. 1. The B-SBS energy fractionsESBS%d as a function of
the time-averaged interaction irradianceI (W cm22) for infrared
and green laser interactions.

system is given elsewhere [4,6]. Figure 1 shows t
measured B-SBS fraction (ESBS%) as a function of the
average irradianceI (W cm22). With the infrared broad-
band laser we observe a B-SBS “threshold” occurring
I > 2 3 1013 W cm22 and a “saturation” level ofESBS >
4%. A similar saturation level was also recorded wi
the infrared coherent laser. This is to be expected, si
the condition required for the laser bandwidth to mo
erate B-SBS is not valid here; i.e.,g0yDv ø 1, where
g0 is the B-SBS homogeneous growth rate [7]. The
SBS fraction for the green coherent interaction is also
cluded in Fig. 1 for comparison, outlined by the shad
region. With the infrared ISI, the backscatter was r
duced toESBS > 1022% at I > 3 3 1013 W cm22, but
grew with increasing irradiance toESBS > 0.5% for I >
8 3 1014 W cm22. By comparison, the B-SBS fraction
with green ISI did not exceed the dipole detection lev
However, it was estimated using the spatial and spec
diagnostics to beESBS > 1023%, well below the non-ISI
level atESBS > 1%.

In Figs. 2(a)–2(c) we present a typical data set obtain
with the green-coherent laser interaction beam. This
been included to “bridge the gap” between coherent a
ISI-laser interactions, and help in our understanding a
interpretation of the data presented for the ISI intera
tions. Figure 2(a) and 2(b) are two 1D spatially resolv
streaks of the B-SBS emission atI  1015 W cm22 and
I  5 3 1014 W cm22, respectively. These clearly show
that the emission emanates predominantly from localiz
regions. Both transitorys#20 psd and more prolonged
bursts of emissions#300 psd can be identified, with typ-
ical transverse scale lengths#10 mm. For the coher-
ent laser interactions direct evidence for the occurren
of strong filamentation activity has already been esta
lished by us under similar interaction conditions, and w
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FIG. 2. (a)–(c) A typical spatial profile data set with green
coherent interaction. (a) and (b) are two 1D spatially resolv
streaks of the B-SBS emission atI  1015 W cm22 and
I  5 3 1014 W cm22, respectively. These clearly reveal the
emission emanating from localized regions. (c) is a 1
spatially resolved streak of the transmitted beam record
at I  6 3 1014 W cm22, showing enhanced breakup of the
beam.

not be discussed in detail here; see Coe, Afshar-rad, a
Willi in Ref. [3]. In Ref. [3] evidence for filamentation
was established by comparing the level of intensity mo
ulations (Imax:Iav ) present in the transmitted beam profil
with that of the incident beam, for whichImax:Iav > 2 : 1.
This enabled a direct evaluation to be made of any i
tensity “enhancement” at the exit plane. Significant in
tensity enhancement, and a corresponding reduction
the diameter of the intensity channels formed, gave cle
evidence of strong filamentation activity. Further,
“lower-bound” intensity value of8 3 1013 W cm22 was
experimentally established, below which no evidence f
“enhanced” breakup was detected [3]. This was fou
to be in reasonable agreement with the onset of filame
tation activity. Here, the presence of laser filamentatio
was established as before. Principally, by analyzing t
spatial profile of the transmitted laser beam for eviden
of enhanced intensity channeling, after its propagati
through the preformed plasma column. In Fig. 2(c) w
present a typical 1D spatially resolved streak of the tran
mitted beam recorded atI  6 3 1014 W cm22, show-
ing significant enhanced beam breakup. Correspond
2D spatial images of the transmitted beam profile o
tained with a framing camera reveal intensity modul
tions Imax:Iav . 7 : 1, well above those of the incident
beam (see also Ref. [3]). Following the theoretical trea
ment of filamentation theory given in Ref. [8] (see Ta
ble I in Ref. [8]), we would expect that both thermal (TF
and ponderomotive (PF) forces contribute to the initi
self-focusing of the incident “hotspots.” Then, as the fi
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ament radius shrinks, the ponderomotive forces sho
rapidly dominate the process [3]. However, recent th
oretical developments by Epperlein and Short suggest t
nonlocal heat transport may play a key role in the fila
mentation process [9]. It is suggested that a reducti
in the effective thermal conductivity relative to its clas
sical value, due to nonlocal transport, will enhance th
TF growth rate and make it the dominant mechanis
The degree to which kinetic effects actually contribute
filament formation here could not be experimentally a
sessed. However, the optimum growth lengths predict
by Epperlein and Short [see Eq. (18) in Ref. [9] ], sugge
that filamentation formation should occur for irradiance
as low as3 3 1012 W cm22 for our conditions. This
is approximately an order of magnitude lower than th
optimum growth rate predicted for “conventional” pon
deromotive filamentation, and is well below the lowe
bound irradiance level for which breakup was actually o
served [3]. In order to assess the theoretical feasibil
of filament formation for our conditions we shall adopt
classical approach and consider only the PF compone
since the inclusion of the TF component can only e
hance the filamentation process. For the incident hot sp
scale lengths measured (l'  24–14 mm), the PF inten-
sity threshold is predicted to occur atIT > s0.6–2d 3

1014 W cm22 for l  0.53 mm. For l  1.06 mm, the
thresholdIT > s1–4d 3 1013 W cm22 [8].

Figures 3(a)–3(d) show a corresponding spatial data
recorded with green-ISI laser interactions. Figure 3(
shows a typical B-SBS spatially resolved streak image w
a time-averaged irradiance of4.5 3 1014 W cm22. The
emission exhibits localized bursts that produce a “spott
emission profile similar to that observed with the cohe
ent laser interactions at moderate intensities. This em
sion is too coarse, both temporally and spatially, to a
tribute it to the instantaneous ISI intensity fluctuation
occurring at the focus. We would expect these nonu
formities to shift randomly on a time scale of the lase
coherence timetc > 2 ps (forl  0.53 mm). The result-
ing B-SBS emission would “wash out” any emission stru
ture sincetc ø temporal resolution. To establish the ori
gins of these localized bursts of emission we examine t
spatial profile of the transmitted laser beam as above. F
ure 3(b) is the corresponding 1D spatially resolved stre
of the transmitted ISI beam for Fig. 3(a). Clearly, whe
contrasted with the coherent laser interaction there is a
ticeable reduction in the breakup of the transmitted bea
However, more careful analysis shows that the ISI bea
profile still exhibits some regions of intensity enhance
ment. These enhanced regions are of short duration, t
ically between 10 and 100 ps. This can clearly be se
in Fig. 3(c), which shows a 2D intensity map of Fig. 3(b
For the sake of clarity in the presentation, the base-le
intensity in Fig. 3(c) has been set at 1.5 times the av
aged spatial intensitys1.5Iav d. This effectively eliminates
ISI “noise,” arising from the expected level of ISI fluc
tuations, and only those regions where a clear enhan
uld
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FIG. 3. (a)–(f) A typical data set recorded with green-IS
interaction. (a) shows a B-SBS spatially resolved streak atI 
4.5 3 1014 W cm22, exhibiting localized bursts of emission.
(b) is the corresponding 1D spatially resolved streak of th
transmitted ISI beam that still exhibits some regions of intensit
enhancement. (c) shows a 2D intensity plot of (b). (d) is
typical 2D spatial image of the transmitted ISI beam (120 p
camera gate time), presented as a three-level intensity conto
map, revealing the spatial distribution of the intensity enhance
regions. In (e) a 1D spatial streak of the transmitted ISI bea
at the “lower-bound” irradiance of> 7.5 3 1013 W cm22 is
presented (f ) is the corresponding 2D intensity mapping of (c

ment has occurred are shown. From Fig. 3(c) we can s
that spatial intensity peaks ofImaxyIav $ 3 are present,
with the most intense region having saturated. Figure 3(
shows a typical gated 2D spatial image of the transmi
ted ISI beam (gate time 120 ps, taken att  600 ps),
recorded at the same laser irradiance. The image is p
4415
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FIG. 4. The PF maximum spatial growth ratesGmax sm21d
and focusing lengthsLf smmd versus interaction intensity fo
the infrared and green ISI (solid lines) predicted by simulati
Also included for comparison (dashed line) is the analyti
model prediction for infrared; see Fig. 17 in Ref. [8].

sented as a three-level intensity contour map, which cle
demonstrates the spatial distribution of the enhanced
gions. These were found to persist in the transmitted p
file despite attempts to optimize the focusing conditions
these higher irradiances. As with the coherent interactio
a lower-bound intensity value was established for wh
no evidence of breakup could be detected in the beam
file after its propagation through the plasma column.
Fig. 3(e) a 1D spatial streak of the transmitted ISI be
at the lower-bound irradiance of> 7.5 3 1013 W cm22 is
presented. Figure 3(f) is the corresponding 2D intens
mapping made of Fig. 3(e). In contrast with Fig. 3(b)
evidence for intensity enhancement can be observed.
ther, no B-SBS emission was recorded in any of the
agnostic channels below an irradiance of> 1014 W cm22;
see also Fig. 1. The intensity fluctuations that are recor
in Fig. 3(f) do not exceed1.3Iav , and are consistent with
the natural background pattern expected with an ISI be
over short time cycles. Line scans made of Fig. 3(e) sh
that the laser intensity has a root-mean-square devia
srms > 0.13 6 0.2. This is, in fact, lower, by a factor o
2.5 times, than the predicted ISI rms deviation for the
cident ISI beam that follows astcytd1y2 dependence [10]
Here we takent to be temporal resolution of 15 ps. Th
would suggest that, in the absence of filamentation,
plasma itself can act to smooth the background ISI fl
tuations. This may possibly be attributed to small-sc
scattering caused by plasma density perturbations [3,8

On the basis of these observations it could reasona
be concluded that the transitory nature of the enhanced
tensity regions observed is consistent with the format
of quasi-steady-state filaments as predicted in 2D (and
simulations presented by Schmitt [8]. To justify this sta
ment the strength of ISI-laser filamentation needs to
gauged. We shall again consider the effect of the pond
motive mechanism, although as already explained ab
we do not rule out the possibility that he TF mechani
is also a component in the filamentation process, part
larly in the early stages of filament formation. The ma
mum PF growth ratessGmaxd and focusing lengthssLf >
1yGmaxd are plotted in Fig. 4, as a function of laser irrad
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ance. The dashed line represents an analytical calculatio
using the quasi-steady-state filamentation model (see T
ble II in Ref. [8]). However, 2D (and 3D) simulations per-
formed by Schmitt show that the analytical model provides
only a moderately accurate treatment of the PF mechanis
[8]. This occurs because the degree of smoothing assum
in the analytical model is overestimated for the smalle
scale length PF modes. The PF local position derived from
simulations suggests the scalingLf , I20.64 (solid lines),
as opposed toLf , I21.33 (dashed line). For infrared ISI
at I $ 1015 W cm22 the analytical and simulation values
for Lf are assumed to coincide sincel

PF
' max , minimum

incident perturbationl' min  10l0 with F#10 optics, see
Fig. 17 in Ref. [8]. For green ISI,lPF

max , l' min when
I0 $ 1016 W cm22. The scaling forLf confirms that fil-
amentation activity can occur within our plasma column
(length 500 mm). With infrared ISI, the expected onset
of B-SBS atI > 3 3 1013 W cm22 appears to be in rea-
sonable agreement with the onset of filamentation. With
green ISI this should occur atI > 1014 W cm22, as con-
firmed by the SBS spectral and spatial diagnostic.

In summary, measurements of B-SBS with and withou
ISI echelons are presented that clearly reveal the stron
correlation between the level of B-SBS and the inferred
strength of laser filamentation. With ISI, operated a
moderate irradiances, filamentation activity is certainly
reduced. However, the residual B-SBS observed sti
originates from regions where quasi-steady-state filamen
have formed. Increasing the irradiance naturally result
in increasing filamentation and thus in raising the B-SBS
level. In the limit, as the effectiveness of ISI to suppress
filamentation breaks down, the B-SBS approaches leve
comparable with the coherent laser interactions. Th
results suggest that the role of laser beam filamentatio
needs to be considered in any detailed description of th
B-SBS.
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